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SSAC Activities: Prague

• SSAC Internal Meetings:
  - Work Parties/Committees: Root Key Rollover, Membership Committee, Domain Name Holding Pen
  - Full Committee: Discussion of new work, including SSAC role in new gTLD process

• SSAC Public Meeting Briefings:
  - SSAC 2012 Work Plan and Activities Update
  - SAC054: SSAC Report on Domain Name Registration Data Model
  - Measuring Outcomes Implementation
SSAC Activities: Prague, Cont.

- SSAC Meetings with the Community:
  - GNSO Council, ccNSO, GAC, Registrar and Registry Stakeholder Groups, Business Constituency
  - Law Enforcement Agency Representatives

- DNS Security, Stability Analysis (DSSA) and Board DNS Risk Management Working Group Public Meetings

- DNSSEC: Workshop and Beginners’ Session